EDUCATION DAY WORKBOOK
Grades 6 – 8
It is with great thanks for their knowledge and expertise that the individuals who devised this
book are recognized.

GETTING STARTED
MAKING MEASUREMENTS
1. Time: The times that need to be measured in order to answer the questions below can easily
be measured using a watch with a second hand or a digital watch with stopwatch functions.
When making any measurement, the rule is to measure the quantity several times and then use
the average in your calculations. This gives you the advantage of minimizing reflex actions in
starting and stopping the watch and any irregularities in one motion of a ride.
When measuring a single event such as a ride cycle on ACROPHOBIA, measure the time for
several repetitions of the ride and then use your average value.
2. Distance & Height: It will be necessary to measure heights, diameters, etc.; however, they
will have to be measured remotely. DO NOT INTERFERE WITH THE NORMAL OPERATION OF
THE RIDE OR GO INTO RESTRICTED AREAS.
Before you go to the park, measure the number of normal paces you take in a known distance
such as 100 yards. Step off the distance several times; then divide 100 yards by your average
number of paces to find the measure of your average pace. Using conversion factors, you can
have your pace in yards, feet or meters. Counting the number of your paces between two
points will be a basic measurement for distances in the park. Vertical heights can sometimes be
measured by observing the repetitiveness of the construction.
By making a careful estimate of the size of one unit and then multiplying this height by the
number in the structure, you can obtain a good measure of total height of the ride.
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OBJECTIVE: To estimate our instantaneous speed with GOLIATH
*This ride might be a bit intense for many middle-schoolers but there are
several things one can do by observing the ride. We will calculate the average
speed of the ride and try to figure out the instantaneous speeds at a few points.
The GOLIATH ride has a total track length of approximately 1365 meters. Using your stopwatch,
time the ride from the starting point (where you first start moving) until you arrive back at the
station and come to a complete stop.
Total distance: 1365 meters! 
Total time =
Average speed =
SUGGESTED PROCEDURE:

seconds
meters/second

The bottom of the first drop could be an interesting point to try and figure out the speed of the
ride as it passes through this point. If the length of the train and the time for it to pass a fixed
point is known, the instantaneous speed can be estimated.
First, estimate the length of the train =
DATA: Length of GOLIATH train =
Time for entire train to pass one point =

meters
meters
seconds

Now use the distance/time formula to find the speed for this small section of track.
Train speed =
meters/second
Now use the same procedure to find the instantaneous speed at two other interesting points
along the track:
Point 1
Speed =
meters/second
Point 2
Speed =
meters/second

Where is the train the fastest on the ride?
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OBJECTIVE: To determine the acceleration and speed of a log traveling down the
final chute of the Log Jamboree ride.
SUGGESTED PROCEDURE:
The final chute of the Log Jamboree is about 36 meters long. The log starts basically from rest
and shoots down the hill. By measuring the time it takes the log to get to the bottom, you can
determine the acceleration on the chute and find the final speed at which you hit the water.
DATA: Use the formula a = 2D
T2 where a = acceleration (meters per second2)
D = distance from the chute
t = time down chute
Time for log to descend chute =
seconds
(You should time several logs going down the hill to get a good idea of the average time per
log.)
Acceleration of log =
meters/second2
A body in free fall has an acceleration of 9.8 m/s2.
How does your answer compare with this?
What factors contribute to the difference of you answer?

OBJECTIVE: Students will determine the velocity and acceleration of a log
traveling down the final chute of the ride.
PREVIEW:
What is velocity?

What do we need to know to find the velocity of the log?

What is acceleration?
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In physics, what does the term “rest” mean?
How can we find the instantaneous velocity of a uniformly accelerating object if we do not
know the acceleration?
What is the acceleration of a freely falling object on Earth?
How fast do you think you were going at the bottom of the slide?
The final chute of the Log Jamboree is about 36 meters long. Assume the log starts from rest
and then shoots down the flume. If we measure the time it takes for the log to make the trip to
the bottom, we can easily find the velocity and then the acceleration (change in velocity).If we
use the formula from your textbook:
Velocity (final) - Velocity (start) / Time then we quickly find that we actually need the
instantaneous velocity when the log reaches the bottom. Or we can use the formula:
Acceleration = 2 (distance) time2
Time for the log to descend the chute =

seconds

(You will have a more accurate answer if you time several of the logs and come up with an
average.)
Acceleration of log =

meters/second/second

How does this compare to the acceleration of a freely falling object?
Why would the two accelerations be different?
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Teacher Evaluation:
1. How many students did you bring?
2. Would you plan to do this again? Why or why not?

3. Was the workbook information/activities sufficient?
4. What did you enjoy most about your day?
Additional Comments:

Student Evaluation: Circle Your Answer
1. Did you enjoy your visit to Six Flags Over Georgia? Yes or No
2. Was the workbook easy to understand? Yes or No
3. Did you enjoy completing the workbook while at Six Flags? Yes or No

PLEASE TURN THIS EVALUATION INTO THE GUEST RELATIONS OFFICE LOCATED AT
THE FRONT ENTRANCE. THIS FORM CAN ALSO BE MAILED TO:
SIX FLAGS OVER GEORGIA
ATTN: KAREN EUBANKS
275 RIVERSIDE PARKWAY
AUSTELL, GEORGIA 30168
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